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We take the development and management of our Xprinter brand very seriously and
our focus is on the .MY product categories in which we operate, and in particular
.EDGE is the name of our new tablet. With Xprebook, we are constantly moving

forward and we are sure that our children will be delighted when playing and
interacting with Xprinter on Xpress One. We continue to invest in .Xpress and will
monitor the development and quality of the product for the little ones. I sincerely

believe in the dream of teenagers and help them with this dream. We are a cutting-
edge company and we will look for new talents that will inspire us with all the energy
to achieve our goals. From Barry: We are very fond of quoting Marquez's phrase. So

let me quote: â€œBarely more days passed, and I did not notice anyone
around.People often say: "Love is blind!" And I heard it from people. To love means
to close your eyes and not see the shortcomings and advantages of the beloved. Love

is blind and it's true. But she is both smart and brave. Love never takes its eyes off the
charm and beauty of the person it looks at." I, Barry Murphy, love and are inspired by

girls. My love for them does not give me rest. But it's not that simple...
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